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Abstract:
A brief introduction to high throughput technologies for measuring and analyzing
gene expression is given. Various supervised and unsupervised data mining methods
for analyzing the produced high-dimensional data are discussed. The main emphasis
is on supervised machine learning methods for classification and prediction of tumor gene expression profiles. Furthermore, methods to rank the genes according to
their importance for the classification are explored. The approaches are illustrated
by exploratory studies using two examples of retrospective clinical data from routine tests; diagnostic prediction of small round blue cell tumors of childhood and
determining the estrogen receptor status of sporadic breast cancer. The classification
performance is gauged using blind tests. These studies demonstrate the feasibility of
machine learning based molecular cancer classification.
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Introduction

As the sequencing and gene annotation projects of entire genomes of many species
are headed towards completion (see e.g. [13]), massive mapping efforts in biology are
now focused on how the genes interact.
The molecular interactions of genes and gene products underlie fundamental questions of biology. Genetic interactions are, for example, central to the understanding
of molecular structure and function, cellular metabolism, development of cells and
tissues, and response of organisms to their environments. If such interaction patterns can be measured for various kinds of tissues and the corresponding data can
be interpreted, potential clinical benefits are obvious and novel tools for diagnostics,
identification of candidate drug targets, and predictions of drug effectiveness for e.g.
cancer diseases will emerge.
Measuring which genes and gene products are active can be done on two levels. Since
genes are composed of a given alphabet (A,T,C,G) with fixed pairing properties A-T
and C-G, probes can be constructed that attract gene transcripts extracted from cell
tissues and cultures. Using such probes, one can obtain a fingerprint of the gene
expression activity in a macroscopic sample. Microarrays are one such tool that
allows for the study of expression of thousands of genes simultaneously. For proteins,
no obvious such probe technique exists. Rather, one has here to rely upon 2D gel
measurements, which in general are quite noisy.
Microarrays can be constructed using gene sequences or their complimentary DNA
(cDNA arrays) [24], oligonucleotides synthesized in situ (DNA chips) [19], or genomic
sequences [21]. In what follows we limit ourselves to the analysis of gene expression
measurements obtained using microarrays with small spots of DNA fixed to glass
slides. The cDNA spots are typically 200 microns or less in size, with each slide containing 5000-50000 spots. Levels of gene expression are measured using a preparation
of fluorescently labeled tissue RNA (copies of DNA), together with reference RNA labeled with a different fluorochrome, hybridized onto the slides. Typically when data
are presented, the fluorescent intensity from the tissue is pseudo-colored red and the
intensity from the reference green, and the logarithmic ratio of background corrected
red and green intensities for each gene (spot) is subject to analysis (see Fig. 1). Part
of a cDNA microarray image is shown in Fig. 2. There exist two major designs of microarray experiments; time series and static ones. In time series experiments, which
for many experimental systems are confined to laboratory cell culture experiments
(cell-lines), each slide corresponds to a measured time point. In clinical applications,
which is of most relevance here, each slide corresponds to a tissue or blood sample,
e.g. a biopsy. In terms of analysis objectives, in the latter case one aims at relating
the measured gene expression to phenotypes, such as diagnosis or drug resistance
and in this process determine the most important genes for the questions posed. The
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data mining tools employed range from various clustering techniques to supervised
learning schemes.
This paper is not intended as a comprehensive review (for a mini-review see e.g. [22]).
Rather, we very briefly go through the most common methods employed in microarray
analysis and then deal with two applications in some detail. The paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2 we list the toolboxes with emphasis on a combined multilayer
perceptron approach with a principal component analysis preprocessor. Case studies
using this perceptron approach, diagnostic prediction of small round blue cell tumors
of childhood [16] and determination of estrogen receptor status [10], are presented in
Section 3 and a summary and outlook can be found in Section 4.

2
2.1

Analysis Tools
Preprocessing

Prior to applying any data mining processing, one needs to assess, and if necessary
correct for, the quality of the data. The simplest and most straightforward preprocessing strategy is to apply cuts on intensities and spot areas (see [5] for a thorough
discussion). However, such procedures might remove genes that have low quality
measurements for a few samples only, which has unwanted consequences on the entire data set. Remedies for this would involve missing value algorithms, which could
be quite elaborate and include user-specific choices and parameters (for a discussion
on this see [28]).
More profound and sophisticated corrections for noise have been suggested [14]. Here
the signals are decomposed into biological plus other effects, where the latter are modeled and the model is fitted to the data. With relatively few data points (O(100)
experiments), as compared to the number of measured genes, this could be dangerous
and one might distort or loose the relevant biological signal. In cases, where supervised learning is used for the analysis, one might take a more pragmatic attitude and
assume that the calibrated feature models (e.g. multilayer perceptrons (MLP)) implicitly corrects for features that are not related to the relevant biology, but present
in the data.

2.2

Clustering and Dimensionality Reduction

Before discussing the algorithms used in the main theme of this review (supervised
ones), we briefly list some clustering and dimensional reduction schemes that have
proven to be useful in the cDNA microarray analysis context.
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• Hierarchical clustering. This method is commonly used for pairwise clustering in gene expression space. For example, to reveal sample closeness for static
data [20], or to cluster genes with similar behavior in time course experiments
[7], thereby zeroing in on groups of functionally related genes.
• Both K-means clustering [27] and self-organizing networks [26] have been
used extensively in similar situations.
• Reshuffling [2] is an interesting novel clustering variant, which renumbers data
according to similarity from a global standpoint. Here one does not cluster the
data into groups but rather renumbers the data points such that similar features
appear adjacent in the ordering. This approach is suitable for time course data.
• Multidimensional scaling (MDS). This method, which is more aimed at
qualitative displays than quantitative analysis, has been frequently used in expression analysis to display samples (see e.g. [15]). Briefly, one projects the
high-dimensional data points of the different samples onto 2 or 3 dimensions,
while preserving the distances in gene expression space between the samples as
well as possible. It has also been extended to identify the genes most important
for the separation of clusters [3].
• Principal component analysis (PCA). With this standard tool, one rotates
gene space, such that the variance is dominated by as few linear combinations
as possible. Not only can this be a good visualization tool when retaining the 2
or 3 leading directions, but in contrast to MDS an analytic form exists for the
transformation. Hence, it can be used as a preprocessing tool [22]; in particular,
for supervised learning [16] as will be discussed below.
2.3

Supervised Learning

When categorizing samples into known phenotypes, it is convenient to use supervised
approaches. Typically, one then has two goals on the agenda:
1. Develop robust classifiers with validation procedures that successfully handle
“blind test” data.
2. Identify the genes most important for the classification.
Hence, when investigating tissues two objectives are simultaneously achieved. One
obtains a diagnostic/prognostic tool for the clinic at the same time as insights into
the underlying molecular biology are gained.
Limiting the investigation to single gene dependencies, point 2 is easily done using
e.g. the signal-to-noise statistic [9], where for each gene a classification weight is
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computed. The corresponding P value, the probability that the obtained weight can
be obtained by chance, is then readily computed using random permutation tests.
In these tests, sample labels are randomly permuted and the weight for each gene
is computed again. This random permutation of sample labels is performed many
times to generate a weight distribution that could be expected under the assumption
of random gene expression. The weight values for the actual classification are then
assigned P values based on the weight distribution from the random permutations.
For supervised learning that include collective effects among genes, one can pursue
two different paths; kernel methods, e.g. support vector machines (SVM) [4][8][23][25]
and multilayer perceptrons (MLP) [10][16]. They both have their pros and cons. Since
cDNA data is very high-dimensional, MLPs generally require some preprocessing to
avoid over-fitting, which is not the case for SVMs. On the other hand, the results
from MLPs allow for a straightforward probability interpretation and MLPs are more
easily generalized to multi-class instances. In what follows, to exemplify the kind of
results that can be achieved, we restrict ourselves to MLP methods.

2.4

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Models

We next lay out an MLP scheme that has proven to be powerful when classifying
tumor cDNA data. In Section 3 two case studies will be discussed using this scheme.
Reducing the dimensionality. In cDNA microarray experiments the dimension
of the data (N ) is typically several orders of magnitude larger than the number
of samples (M ). Hence, to allow for a supervised regression model with no overtraining, one needs to reduce the dimensionality of the samples. This can be done
using PCA. Even though the formal dimension of the problem is given by the number
of genes, the effective dimension is just one less than the number of samples. Hence
the eigenvalue problem underlying PCA can be solved without diagonalizing N ×
N covariance matrices by using singular value decomposition. Thus each sample
is represented by M numbers, which are the results from projection of the gene
expressions using the M PCA eigenvectors with non-zero eigenvalues. One then
keeps the O(10) dominant (corresponding to the largest eigenvalues) projections to
represent the expression data. A potential risk when using PCA on relatively few
data points is that components might be singled out due to strong noise in the data
or to signals not related to the sample categories of interest. Provided the final
performance of the method is gauged by an independent test set, one might as an
alternative select, by trial-and-error, the most important PCA components.
Architectures and calibration. Simple single hidden layer architectures are in
general used with summed square error Langevin updating. The calibrations are
monitored both for the training set and a validation set. The latter is not used
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for training but for optimizing architecture and training parameters. The resulting
weights for a completed training defines a “model”. An independent test set is
subsequently used to estimate the generalization performance of the model.
Cross-validation and ensemble of models. In order to validate the results, 3-fold
cross validation is used. Furthermore, the learning procedure is repeated L times,
each with a different random partitioning of the samples into training and validation
sets. The training is monitored by measuring the committee output (3 × L models)
of each data point when it appears in the validation set (i.e. L models are used).
Sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity Sk of the classification upon different genes (k)
is determined by the absolute value of the partial derivative of the outputs (oi ) with
respect to the gene expressions (xk ) (see e.g. [18]), averaged over outputs, samples
M and models.
¯
¯
X X
X ¯¯ ∂oi ¯¯
Sk ∝
¯
(1)
¯
¯
¯
i samples models ∂xk
A large sensitivity for a gene implies that changing the expression influences the
output significantly. In this way the genes can be ranked. The term sensitivity here
should not be confused with its usage in the context of classifier performance (see
Sect. 3).
α-values. An immediate question that arises is to what extent the rankings based
upon Sk are statistically significant? By randomly permuting the class labels of the
training data and performing all the steps above, including the sensitivity calculation,
for each permutation, one can estimate the probability that a ranked gene would have
a larger Sk by chance; the α-value. In a parametric test, e.g. t-test, this corresponds
to a P value. Similarly, one can obtain P values, corresponding to the probability
that any gene has a larger Sk by chance. So far, with sample sizes around 50-100, it
appears that 5000-10000 permutations suffice and that α = 0.01 is a reasonable cut
for regarding a gene as significant for the classification.
2.5

Class Discovery

Supervised learning approaches, such as SVMs and MLPs, to classify human disease
states using patterns of gene expression are very promising and they can potentially
have great impact on the classification of cancer. However, the advantage with supervised methods, that one can make use of previous knowledge about classes of disease
states, restricts their usefulness to investigations where one has previous knowledge.
They can in particular not be directly applied to finding new classes of cancer. Of
note is that once new classes of cancer have been suggested by unsupervised class
discovery methods they can be verified using supervised classification schemes. The
field of class discovery based on gene expression patterns is still in an early stage and
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great activity is directed towards developing methods for this application. That there
typically is an overabundance of genes separating known classes can be exploited to
discover classes in gene expression data, by seeking partitions of samples with an overabundance of differentially expressed genes [1]. A slightly simpler approach inspired
by the method in [1] has been used to sub-classify familial breast cancer [12]. Briefly,
for a given partition of samples into two classes (with n1 and n2 samples, respectively)
a univariate discriminative weight is calculated for each gene using the signal-to-noise
statistic [9]. Random permutation tests are then used as described above to generate
a weight distribution that could be expected for two classes with n1 and n2 samples
under the assumption of random gene expression. Candidate partitions of the data
are scored with the number of statistically significant (e.g. P < 0.001) weights, i.e.
the number of genes significantly different in expression between samples in the two
classes. A simulated annealing [17] scheme is used in which partitions are updated
by changing the class of a randomly selected sample, to find the partition of samples
into the two classes with the highest score. Gene expression analysis can in this way
be used to subset families into more homogeneous groups prior to conventional genetic analysis, and may thereby potentially help in the search for novel breast cancer
predisposing genes.
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Case studies

Below we summarize the application of some of the tools described above on cDNA
microarray data for two tumor classification problems. As mentioned above, using cDNA data for such problems has two goals; obtaining a reliable classifier and
gaining knowledge about the genes most important for the separation. Many of
the datasets used for published microarray results are publicly available. The small
round blue cell tumor dataset discussed below is available through our webpages
(http://www.thep.lu.se/complex and http://www.nhgri.nih.gov/DIR/microarray).

3.1

Small Round Blue Cell Tumors of Childhood

The small round blue cell tumors (SRBCT) of childhood, including neuroblastoma
(NB), rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS), Burkitt’s lymphoma (BL) and the Ewing’s family
of tumors (EWS) exhibit similar appearance on routine histology. However, accurate
diagnosis is essential since treatment options, response to therapy and prognosis
depend strongly upon the diagnosis. These cancers are difficult to distinguish by
light microscopy. Several conventional techniques are utilized in clinical practice to
diagnose them. However, no single test exists that can precisely distinguish these
cancers.
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The cDNA data originate from microarrays containing 6567 genes onto which 63
(training/validation) and 25 (blind test) samples were hybridized. The composition
of the 63 samples used for training/validation are shown in Table 1.
As can be seen, the training samples include both tumor biopsy material and cell
lines. The latter were added to improve the sample statistics. In principle, this
might be dangerous since cell lines may not be representative of the disease in vivo,
but in this case the underlying disease signals turned out to dominate the picture.
The number of genes was reduced to 2308 after filtering for a minimal level of expression. PCA further reduced the dimensionality of the inputs to 10 projections
per sample, using the 10 dominant of the original 88 PCA eigenvectors. The binary
encoding for the four possible outputs is also shown in Table 1.
A 3-fold cross-validation procedure was redone 1250 times giving rise to a total of
3750 MLP models, which correctly classified the 63-sample training set in 100% of the
cases. When comparing the training with the validation set, all the models performed
well based upon manual inspection, and there was no sign of “over-training”.
We next determined the classification error with increasing numbers of the ranked
genes from Eq. 1 in order of significance. The classification error rate was minimized
to 0% for 96 genes, as can be seen in Fig. 3. Using only these 96 genes the models
were re-calibrated and again correctly classified all 63 samples – a consistency check.
Out of the 96 genes, roughly 50% have not been previously described as associated
with these diseases. To be able to reject secondary choices for the classifications of
samples as well as test samples that are significantly different from the samples used
in training and validation, we proceeded as follows. A squared Euclidean distance
between a sample and each disease category was computed between the predicted
outputs and an ideal classification, normalized such that it was unity between disease
categories. Using 1250 MLP models for each validation sample we constructed for
each disease category an empirical probability distribution for the distances. From
these distributions we calculated the distance corresponding to the 95 percentile (see
Fig. 4), outside which we did not diagnose samples.
The diagnostic classification capabilities of the models were tested on a set of 25
blinded samples. These contained 6 EWS, 7 RMS, 7 NB and 3 BL (mostly tumors
with some cell lines), as well as 5 non-SRBCT (muscle tissues and three cancer cell
lines). The latter samples were used to test the ability of the models to reject a
diagnosis. Using the 3750 models calibrated with the 96 genes, we correctly classified
100% of the 20 SRBCT test samples (see Fig 4). All five of the non-SRBCTs were
confidently excluded from any of the four diagnostic categories. The sensitivity of
the MLP models for diagnostic classification was for EWS 93%, for RMS 96% and for
both NB and BL 100%. The specificity was 100% for all four diagnostic categories. In
addition, hierarchical clustering using Pearson correlation and average linkage using
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the 96 genes identified from the models correctly classified all 20 of the test samples
(see Fig. 5). This is not the case if hierarchical clustering is performed on all the
genes. If the sum over outputs (i) is excluded in Eq. 1 the sensitivity can be calculated
for each cancer category individually. In this way we also ranked the genes according
to their importance for the classification of each category separately.
3.2

Breast Cancer Estrogen Receptor Status

Estrogens are important regulators in the development and progression of breast
cancer and regulate gene expression via estrogen receptor alpha (ER), which can be
encoded as “on” or “off”; ER+ and ER− respectively. Since approximately twothirds of all breast cancers are ER+ at the time of diagnosis, the expression of the
receptor has important implications for their biology. The ER-status of cells can be
measured by standard biochemical methods.
cDNA images of lymph node-negative sporadic breast tumors were studied with respect to ER status using 6768 cDNA clones in [10] with the sample composition
shown in Table 2.
The main objective is to see how well the ER status can be predicted from gene
expression profiles and to identify the genes involved in this classification. In the
latter context it is also interesting to remove top genes from the ranking list to
investigate how “deep” the ER pathways are, i.e. how many other genes that are
affected by the ER status.
To this end, we proceeded very much like in the SRBCT case above. After filtering
3389 genes remained. The 8 largest PCA components were kept for further processing.
MLP models with 8 inputs, 4 hidden units and 1 output unit were calibrated with 3fold cross validations performed 200 times yielding a total of 600 models. Thereafter,
sensitivities (Eq. 1) were computed and the genes ranked accordingly.
With the extracted top 100 genes forming the input for another and final calibration,
all 47 samples were correctly classified in the validation phase. The output values
from the MLP committee is shown for all (training/validation) 47 samples in Fig. 6.
The majority of the samples, in both groups, obtained output values close to either 0
or 1, with little variance between the output results from the different models – a clear
separation between ER+ and ER− tumors. An interesting issue is to what extent
ER+ and ER− tumors can be separated when excluding top genes on the ranking
list. To test this, a series of classifications using different sets of 100 genes was done,
starting from the top of the discriminator list by excluding the top 50 genes and
following this by the stepwise exclusion of 50 additional genes for every classification
(i.e. excluding the top 50, 100, 150, 250, 300 genes, respectively). The number
of correctly classified samples and the Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) [11]
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area for the predictions of both the 47 tumors in the validation set as well as the
11 blind test tumors are shown in Table 3. The ROC area is the probability that
for a randomly chosen pair of samples, one belonging to and one not belonging to a
category, the one belonging to the category is the one with the closest distance to
the ideal for that particular category.
Although the success of the predictions declined when using genes lower down on
the discriminator list, the network performance was still fairly good (see Table 3 and
Fig. 7). Hence, the ER has a “deep” pathway and its status more or less defines
a very distinct and broad genotype. Using a classifier together with a sensitivity
measure to establish such a feature is an appealing and useful approach.
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Summary and Outlook

A brief introduction to analysis of cDNA microarray data has been given, with emphasis on tumor classification methods.
Using PCA as a preprocessor to committees of MLP models turns out to provide
powerful classifiers. When applying a sensitivity measure to the calibrated models,
valuable insights into the underlying biology can be obtained.
In two case studies, small round blue cell tumors (SRBCT) of childhood and the
estrogen receptor (ER) status of breast cancer, impressive performance on “blind
test” sets were obtained. In addition, novel genes in this context were obtained for
SRBCT and remarkable pathway depths were discovered for ER.
The studies above should be considered as “first generation” ones with limited sample
sizes. Yet, the results are convincing. With O(1000) samples, it should be feasible to
further disentangle the diseases and, very importantly, to predict clinical outcomes for
various therapies. Using microarray technology together with advanced data mining
tools is likely to be routine clinical practice in a not too distant future.
The focus has been on clinical situations, which are limited to static data. Hence, from
a biology standpoint only correlation type conclusions can be drawn. Understanding
causal dependencies among the genes requires time course measurements, which is
feasible with cell lines. For model systems like yeast such investigations are now quite
mature (see e.g. [6]).
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BL
EWS

Category
Burkitt’s Lymphoma
Ewing’s Sarcoma

NB
RMS

Neuroblastoma
Rhabdomyosarcoma

Samples
8
13
10
12
10
10
63
25

tumor
cell-line
tumor
cell-line

Total:
Blind Testsa :
a

MLP Encoding
1000
0100
0010
0001

The 25 blind tests were provided after completed calibrations.

Table 1: Composition of the SRBCT data set.

Category
ER+
ER−
Total:
Blind Tests:

Samples
23
24
47
11

Table 2: Composition of the estrogen receptor status data set.

Genes
1-100
51-150
101-200
151-250
201-300
251-350
301-400
Randomb

Correcta
11
9
11
9
11
9
8
5.5

ROC Area
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
93.3%
96.7%
53.0%

a
b

Out of a total of 11.
100 random genes from top 401-3389.

Table 3: Number of correctly classified blind test samples.
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Figure 1: The cDNA microarray preparation process.

Figure 2: Example of (part of) a cDNA microarray slide. Red, yellow and green indicate over-,
similar and under-expression of genes as compared to a reference sample.
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Figure 3: Number of mis-classified samples as a function of the number of top ranked genes used in
c
the analysis. Reproduced with permission from [16] °2001
Nature Publishing Group.
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Figure 4: Distances from outputs for validation (squares) and test set (triangles) samples to ideal
classifications. Each category is shown separately and the validation and test samples are separated
by horisontal lines. Vertical lines denote the 95% percentile outside which samples are not diagnosed
and black triangles represent the 5 non-SRBCT samples. Reproduced with permission from [16]
c
°2001
Nature Publishing Group.
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Figure 5: Hierarchical clustering of 63 SRBCT and 25 “blind test” samples using the top 96 genes.
c
Reproduced with permission from [16] °2001
Nature Publishing Group.
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Figure 6: Committee output values for ER classification of 47 validation and 11 test samples (separated by the horisontal line), using genes 1-100 on the ranking list. ER− samples are colored yellow
c
and ER+ blue. Reproduced with permission from [10] °2001
AACR.
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Figure 7: Committee output values for ER classification of 47 validation and 11 test samples (separated by the horisontal line), using genes 301-400 on the ranking list. ER− samples are colored
c
yellow and ER+ blue. Reproduced with permission from [10] °2001
AACR.
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